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The idea that U.S. conservatives are uniquely likely to hold misperceptions is widespread but has not been systematically assessed. Research has focused on beliefs about narrow sets of claims never intended to capture the richness of the political information environment. Furthermore, factors contributing to this performance gap remain unclear. We generated an unique longitudinal dataset combining social media engagement data and a 12-wave panel study of Americans’ political knowledge about high-profile news over 6 months. Results confirm that conservatives have lower sensitivity than liberals, performing worse at distinguishing truths and falsehoods. This is partially explained by the fact that the most widely shared falsehoods tend to promote conservative positions, while corresponding truths typically favor liberals. The problem is exacerbated by liberals’ tendency to experience bigger improvements in sensitivity than conservatives as the proportion of partisan news increases. These results underscore the importance of reducing the supply of right-leaning misinformation.

INTRODUCTION

Public opinion polls suggest that American conservatives are prone to political misperceptions, typically claiming belief in more falsehoods than liberals (1–6). Some scholars further argue that this pattern is evidence that conservatives are more biased than liberals (7). If true, these observations would have important consequences. Holding accurate political knowledge is fundamental to democracy (8), and ideological differences in citizens’ understanding of empirical evidence about politically important topics are potentially destabilizing to democracy itself (9, 10). Effective decision-making depends on having a common understanding of the reality to which citizens and lawmakers must collectively respond (11).

Despite the importance of claims about ideological differences in belief accuracy, however, empirical evidence of conservatives’ susceptibility to misperceptions is limited. The claims are based on Americans’ beliefs about a relatively narrow set of topics, which were, in many cases, intentionally selected to reflect falsehoods promoted by conservative political elites. For example, conservatives have been shown to hold less accurate beliefs about climate change, weapons of mass destruction in Iraq, and where President Obama was born, all of which have been the subject of misleading statements by high-profile members of the Republican party (1–4). Thus, it is possible that conservatives’ relatively low accuracy about political information is a by-product of the fact that issues used in forming this assessment were selected with an eye toward detecting misperceptions among the political group. If so, conservatives’ performance might look better if we assessed beliefs about topics reflecting a wider range of issues broadly discussed by the public.

If, across a diverse set of political issues that have captured the public’s attention, conservatives still hold more misperceptions than liberals, then it would be important to understand why. One common, albeit contested, explanation is that conservatives are more biased (7). Political bias occurs when individuals respond to the same information in different ways depending on their political predispositions (12). The extent to which ideology and misperceptions are correlated could be evidence that conservatives’ beliefs are more strongly influenced by their political attitudes than liberals, but other explanations are possible. It might, for instance, be that the extent to which processing is biased is the same regardless of ideology, but that the effects of bias on misperceptions are more visible among conservatives because of the composition of the political information environment (13). For example, perhaps, political falsehoods that receive the most public attention disproportionately advance conservative interests. In this case, conservatives would be biased toward accepting false claims, resulting in misperceptions, while liberals would be biased toward rejecting them. In such a situation, comparable levels of bias across the ideological spectrum would be associated with very different beliefs. Some researchers have further sought to assess differences in bias by balancing messages on important characteristics, such as political slant and veracity (14). This approach provides a better opportunity to assess partisan or ideological differences in bias, but it limits researchers’ ability to speak to the influence of the political information environment.

This study aims to remedy these limitations. We provide robust evidence that American conservatives discriminate between political truths and falsehoods less well than liberals when assessing a broad cross section of real-world political claims. We use a novel methodological approach to ensure that the claims assessed for veracity reflect a broad range of political issues. Rather than selecting claims on the basis of researcher intuitions, we measure participants’ beliefs about a diverse set of widely shared political claims over a 6-month period. We then demonstrate that conservatives’ relatively poor ability to separate truths from falsehoods is explained, in large part, by the political orientation of the claims in circulation. We find that high-profile true political claims tend to promote issues and candidates favored by liberals, while falsehoods tend to be better for conservatives. Even if liberals and conservatives were comparably biased, we would expect liberals to perform better in such an environment. Last, we examine ideological differences in how bias works, focusing on conservatives’ sensitivity to threat.

Theory

Misperceptions are beliefs that are inconsistent with the best available evidence (15), including both the acceptance of false claims and the rejection of true claims. Much of the research in this domain has focused on the former, but the latter is no less important. There is considerable evidence that citizens often hold misperceptions about factually accurate claims (16). This project accounts for both. Following work in signal detection theory (SDT) (17), we consider
two aspects of belief accuracy. The first is sensitivity, which characterizes an individual’s ability to distinguish between truths and falsehoods. The second is response bias, which refers to individuals’ propensity to label all statements true—known as a truth bias—or false.

Our first objective is to test whether conservatives’ greater susceptibility to misperceptions holds up to more careful scrutiny. As noted, this relationship has not been systematically tested, having instead been observed across a relatively small number of high-profile issues. There is, however, other evidence that is consistent with this idea. In addition to their tendency to hold misperceptions about politics, conservatives are more likely to question other scientific findings, such as whether smoking causes cancer (18). It is important to test whether this pattern holds up when assessing beliefs about the types of political claims circulating in the wider public. Our first question, then, is whether conservatives will exhibit lower sensitivity and a stronger truth bias than liberals when assessing a broad selection of high-profile real-world political claims.

Assuming this pattern holds, the more important question is why conservatives tend to perform more poorly. One possibility is that conservatives are simply more biased than liberals (7). According to the ideological asymmetry hypothesis, conservatives are uniquely likely to evaluate identical information more favorably if it supports their preferred perspective than if it challenges that perspective. This is consistent with evidence that liberals and conservatives exhibit many other important psychological differences. For example, conservatives value order, cognitive closure, and dogmatism more than liberals (19). Americans on the political right have more faith in their ability to intuitively recognize what is true, and they are more likely to believe that “truth” itself is a political construct (20). There is even some evidence suggesting that American conservatives are, on average, more credulous (21–23). However, evidence of ideologically asymmetric bias is mixed. A meta-analysis suggests that psychological differences associated with ideology do not translate into consistently higher levels of bias among conservatives than among liberals (24), although there is considerable debate over how to interpret these results (7, 12).

Given the ambiguity surrounding the (a)symmetry of ideological bias, we focus on another potential explanation for the pattern observed. Perhaps conservatives’ propensity to hold misperceptions is a by-product of the political information environment. We propose a pair of explanations for observed differences in liberals’ and conservatives’ misperceptions that are related to this idea. First, we consider the supply of political (mis)information. It could be that truths and falsehoods circulating most widely in the political information environment differ systematically in their implications for conservatives and liberals. If high-profile political falsehoods disproportionately promote conservatives’ interests, truths promote liberals’ interests, or both, belief accuracy on the left and right would diverge regardless of whether conservatives are more biased than liberals.

There is some evidence suggesting that political misinformation circulating online in the United States disproportionately promotes issues and candidates favored by conservatives. During the 2016 presidential election, for example, falsehoods shared via social media benefited the Republican candidate more often than the Democratic candidate (25), and this political misinformation was shared most frequently among relatively small, tightly knit groups of conservatives (26–29). This pattern may be amplified by bots, automated social media accounts that are often used to share political misinformation (30). Conservatives are more often fooled by bots purporting to share their ideology than liberals (21). Some scholars also contend that established news organizations, which are an influential source of factually accurate information, favor news coverage promoting liberal values, although this characterization is disputed (31–33). In such an environment, symmetrical motivations to believe claims reinforcing a preferred worldview would promote both liberal accuracy and conservative inaccuracy. The effect would be stronger if, as suggested by the asymmetry hypothesis, conservatives are more biased. More formally, we pose several additional research questions. Are high-profile factually accurate political claims more likely to favor the political left? Are high-profile inaccurate political claims more likely to favor the political right? And are individuals’ sensitivity and bias influenced by the political orientation of the claims they are assessing?

The second potential explanation for ideological differences in Americans’ misperceptions builds on the first. Perhaps liberals and conservatives are comparably biased, but their biases play out in different ways depending on whether a message benefits or harms their political ingroup, i.e., members of their preferred party. Liberals and conservatives exhibit a wide range of differences in their responses to negative stimuli, both physiological and psychological (34). Conservatives tend to exhibit higher threat sensitivity, suggesting that they might be more likely than liberals to reject claims that threaten their political interests, regardless of the claims’ accuracy (23). Conversely, liberals might be uniquely prone to accept claims that benefit their ingroup. These ideologically distinct expressions of bias could exacerbate belief divergence caused by the political information environment. For example, if truths tend to harm conservative interests while benefiting liberal interests, then this could make ideological differences in misperceptions more pronounced. Thus, we ask whether the influence of ideology on sensitivity and response bias is conditioned on claims’ implications for the ingroup.

To summarize, this study addresses four primary research questions. First, do conservatives exhibit lower sensitivity in distinguishing truths and falsehoods and a stronger truth bias than liberals when assessing a broad selection of high-profile real-world political claims? Second, are there differences in the distribution of truths and falsehoods favoring the interests of one political group over the other? Third, does this distribution of information help to explain differences between liberals’ and conservatives’ sensitivity and response bias? Last, are effects of the distribution of information on sensitivity and response bias moderated by political ideology?

**Empirical approach**

Before turning to our results, we present a brief overview of our empirical approach. To assess American conservatives’ propensity to hold inaccurate political beliefs and to test the complementary explanations that we have proposed, we generated a multifaceted longitudinal dataset. Over a 6-month period, spanning January through June 2019, we used a social media monitoring service to identify 20 of the most viral political news stories, 10 true and 10 false, every 2 weeks. This provided a systematic method for selecting high-profile claims, balanced by veracity, and ensuring that our belief accuracy measures are not unduly swayed by idiosyncratic judgments about topic importance. At the same time, we fielded a 12-wave political beliefs panel with a large representative sample of Americans (see table S1 for sample demographics). Each survey was conducted in the week following the observation of the viral news stories, allowing us to assess participants’ beliefs in a series of...
short statements about the selected high-profile topics (hereafter, belief statements).

We construct a pair of measures for assessing susceptibility to misinformation on the basis of SDT (17). Sensitivity is a quantitative expression of an individual’s ability to discriminate true (signal) and false (noise) statements. The theoretical range for sensitivity is between 0 (miscategorizing every statement) and 1 (perfect categorization), with 0.5 being the equivalent of a coin flip. Response bias, which is conceptually independent of sensitivity, describes an individual’s propensity to label all claims in the same way. Negative scores correspond to a truth bias, the tendency to believe that all claims are true; positive scores correspond to a tendency to distrust all claims; and a score of zero indicates unbiased assessment.

Last, we used Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (AMT) to determine the political slant of the belief statements. Statements were classified as favoring the left or right or as reflecting comparably on both sides (supplementary text S2 and tables S2 to S4).

RESULTS

Consistent with other studies, we find that American conservatives are more likely than liberals to hold misperceptions. Visual inspection suggests stark ideological differences. Conservatives tend to claim more falsehoods are true (Fig. 1A), while the number of truths believed is modestly lower (Fig. 1B). Similarly, conservatives’ sensitivity tends to be lower and their response bias higher (Fig. 1, C and D). We estimate the relationship between ideology and the latter two outcomes, sensitivity and response bias, using random effects regression models. These models also control for potential confounders, including age, gender, education, psychological characteristics associated with misperceptions (20), and an indicator for wave (see table S5 for descriptives). Regarding our first research question, we find that ideology is a significant predictor in both models and the sign of the coefficient indicates that increasing conservatism is associated with reduced sensitivity and a stronger truth bias (tables S6 and S7). Notably, strong conservatives’ estimated sensitivity is closer to chance than it is to strong liberals’ sensitivity (Fig. 2A), and conservatism is associated with a stronger truth bias (Fig. 2B).

Our first proposed explanation for conservatives’ apparent susceptibility to misperceptions concerns the characteristics of the political claims in circulation. We find that widely shared truths and falsehoods have, on average, systematically different implications for liberals than they do for conservatives (Fig. 3A). Fully two-thirds (65.0%) of the high engagement true statements were characterized as benefiting the political left, compared to only 10.0% that were described as benefiting the right. The pattern among falsehoods was reversed, although the relationship was attenuated: 45.8% benefited the political right versus about a quarter (23.3%) the left. This trend was consistent across all waves, although the proportion of claims favoring each side varied over time (Fig. 3B).

Next, we consider the extent to which individuals’ belief accuracy is shaped by the political implications of the claims being assessed. Does the political information environment explain conservatives’ relatively low sensitivity and/or their high truth bias? We first re-estimated the models of sensitivity and bias, adding four additional factors (tables S8 and S9). The new measures correspond to the proportions of truths that benefit the respondent’s ingroup (including those that harm the outgroup) and that harm the ingroup (including those that benefit the outgroup), as well as a corresponding pair of proportions associated with falsehoods. For example, if 60% of true statements benefited Democrats, then that would translate to 60% benefiting the ingroup for a Democratic respondent and 60% harming the ingroup for a Republican. Note that these four proportions are only calculated for participants who self-identify as Republicans and Democrats; they are treated as missing for all others. Consistent with decades of research on biased assimilation (35), we find that participants’ response to information is systematically biased in favor of the ingroup. Sensitivity improves as more truths benefit the respondent’s ingroup (including those that harm the outgroup) and that harm the ingroup (including those that benefit the outgroup), as well as a corresponding pair of proportions of truths that benefit the respondent’s ingroup (including those that harm the outgroup) and that harm the ingroup (including those that benefit the outgroup). For example, if only 10% of true claims benefited the ingroup, then an average participant has a predicted sensitivity

Fig. 1. Probability density estimates by ideology. (A) The number of falsehoods believed, (B) the number of truths believed, (C) sensitivity, and (D) response bias.
score of 0.63; if 90% of the claims benefited it, then predicted sensitivity is 0.77. For false claims, the corresponding predicted sensitivity scores are 0.71 and 0.60. Unexpectedly, we also observe that sensitivity improves with the proportion of truths harming the ingroup, although the magnitude of the effect is substantively small ($B = 0.054$, $SE = 0.012$, and $P < 0.001$). This corresponds to a change in predicted sensitivity (as specified above) from 0.68 to 0.67.

Ingroup favoritism is also evident in response bias. Participants exhibit more truth bias—they are more likely to say every claim is true—the larger the proportion of claims benefiting the ingroup, whether those claims are true ($B = −0.546$, $SE = 0.049$, and $P < 0.001$) or false ($B = −0.147$, $SE = 0.052$, and $P < 0.001$). Replicating the comparison of predicted values (10 versus 90% of claims benefiting the ingroup), the estimated bias is $−0.17$ versus $−0.61$ for true claims and $−0.30$ versus $−0.42$ for false claims. The higher the proportion of false claims harming the ingroup, the more likely participants are to describe all claims as false ($B = 0.365$, $SE = 0.041$, and $P < 0.001$), corresponding to estimated bias of $−0.43$ versus $−0.14$. A higher proportion of truths harming the ingroup is associated with a higher propensity to label all statements true ($B = −0.171$, $SE = 0.052$, and $P < 0.01$), corresponding to an estimated bias of $−0.29$ versus $−0.43$.

However, ideology remains a highly significant predictor after controlling for these environmental characteristics. In other words, the political information environment matters, but even after accounting for its attributes, conservatives tend to be more prone to misperceptions than liberals.

The second potential explanation for conservatives’ misperceptions concerns the possibility that conservatives and liberals respond differently to claims harming or benefiting the ingroup. To test this idea, we estimated a pair of regression models that include fixed effects for the participant. One model predicts sensitivity while the other predicts response bias. Both models include interactions between ideology and the four proportions characterizing claims’ implications for the ingroup. In contrast to prior analyses, we can use fixed effects regression for these analyses because ideology

![Fig. 2. Estimate marginal means based on random effects regression. Estimated association between ideology and (A) sensitivity (the red dashed line denotes the performance of a random classifier) and (B) response bias.](image-url)

![Fig. 3. Ideological implications of claims by veracity. (A) Most true statements that were widely shared online over the 6-month study favored the political left, while falsehoods favored the right. (B) Boxplots show variability in the proportion of statements favoring each side over the 12 waves. True statements (green bars) typically benefited the left/harmed the right (thin outline) more than they benefited the right/harmed the left (thick outline). False statements (red bars), in contrast, favored the left less than they favored the right. The proportion of statements of each type varied over time. D, Democrats; R, Republicans.](image-url)
interacts with the time-varying proportions. Fixed effects regression provides better protection against omitted variable bias, effectively controlling all stable individual characteristics (e.g., education) without needing to include separate variables for each (36).

Results are consistent with the idea that liberals and conservatives respond differently to different message environments (table S10). The influence of conservatism on individuals’ ability to distinguish between truths and falsehoods is contingent on what proportion of information benefits or harms the ingroup. For example, the proportion of truths that harm the ingroup (or benefit the outgroup) is associated with a bigger increase in sensitivity among strong liberals than strong conservatives (Fig. 4A). We observe a similar pattern between sensitivity and the proportion of truths that benefit the ingroup, although the difference between the ideologies is less pronounced (Fig. 4C). Turning to falsehoods, strong liberals experience a bigger drop in sensitivity than strong conservatives as the proportion of falsehoods benefiting the ingroup increases (Fig. 4D).

We observe a similar pattern when examining the contingent nature of ideology’s relationship with response bias. The models’ specifications are identical to those used to assess sensitivity except for the outcome measure (table S11). We find that, compared to conservatives, liberals exhibit a stronger truth bias as the proportion of truths that benefit or harm the ingroup increases (Fig. 5, A and C). There is also a very small difference in how liberals’ and conservatives’ response bias changes with the proportion of falsehood that harm the ingroup, with conservatives being more likely to label all claims false (Fig. 5B). The relationship between the proportion of falsehoods that benefit the ingroup and response bias is not contingent on ideology (Fig. 5D).

**DISCUSSION**

This study provides the most rigorous evidence to date that U.S. conservatives are uniquely susceptible to political misperceptions in the current sociopolitical environment. Data were collected over 6 months in 2019 and reflect Americans’ beliefs about hundreds of political topics. The topics were selected on the basis of social media engagement, suggesting that these are the very issues that Americans were most likely to encounter online. Analyses suggest that conservatism is associated with a lesser ability to distinguish between true and false claims across a wide range of political issues and with a tendency to believe that all claims are true.

The study also shows that conservatives’ propensity to hold misperceptions is partly explained by the political implications of this widely shared news. Socially engaging truthful claims tended to favor the left, while engaging falsehoods disproportionately favored the right. In such an environment, the belief accuracy of liberals and conservatives would be expected to diverge even if ideological bias is symmetrical. The same propensity to believe ingroup-favorable claims and to reject ingroup-harming claims would promote accuracy among liberals while simultaneously promoting inaccuracy among conservatives. Conservative misperceptions are not, however, fully explained by the political orientation of widely shared news stories. Conservatism is associated with misperceptions even after controlling for how the stories in circulation reflect on individuals’ ingroup.

We also find evidence that ideology influences how bias is expressed. The relationship between the composition of the information environment and both sensitivity and bias is contingent on ideology. For example, liberals exhibited more rapid increases in sensitivity and truth bias than conservatives as the proportion of factually accurate
What is unambiguous here is that Americans' response to the competence comparable to that of conservatives in the most extreme cases. In the face of politically beneficial falsehoods, resulting in performance strength of the relationship is modest. Liberals' sensitivity decreased more prone to accept claims that benefit the ingroup, although the difference between truths and falsehoods. We do see evidence that liberals are more liberal also experienced a more rapid drop in sensitivity as the proportion of falsehoods benefiting the ingroup increased (though their performance never dropped below conservatives). Conservatives, in contrast, displayed a slightly faster increase in their propensity to label all claims false as the proportion of falsehoods harming the ingroup grew. These differential responses to who benefits from the claims being evaluated underscore the importance of understanding how the media environment may influence people's judgments of contested claims.

These results are not as simple as prior theory might suggest. It is not the case that conservatives are uniformly more responsive to ingroup threats. Liberals responded more strongly than conservatives to harmful truths, although they became better at discriminating between truths and falsehoods. We do see evidence that liberals are more prone to accept claims that benefit the ingroup, although the strength of the relationship is modest. Liberals' sensitivity decreased in the face of politically beneficial falsehoods, resulting in performance comparable to that of conservatives in the most extreme cases. What is unambiguous here is that Americans' response to the composition of the political information environment is dependent on their ideology.

Collectively, these results underscore the importance of policies designed to ensure that news shared in the political information environment is reliable and factually accurate. Conservatives' consistently poor performance in distinguishing truths from falsehoods appears to be largely explained by the fact that widely shared falsehoods were systematically more supportive of conservatives' political positions. This suggests that reducing the flow of conservative-favorable misinformation and/or promoting the flow of conservative-favorable accurate information could substantially reduce the gap in belief accuracy across the ideological spectrum. This is a difficult task, creating competing risks of censorship—if conservative claims are unfairly suppressed—and of false equivalence—if trivial but factually accurate claims are elevated in order to ensure that both sides are represented in news coverage (37). Political leaders, policymakers, and technology companies each have roles to play. Furthermore, conservative political elites have a powerful role in shaping the political information environment, and a good faith effort to promote honest discourse could be an effective strategy for improving Americans' belief accuracy. Policymakers must provide more guidance about how to guard against misinformation in ways that are sensitive to the risks identified here, and technology companies must develop and enact policies and technologies that allow them to identify and slow the spread of misinformation.

Although this study provides valuable evidence that conservative misperceptions are significantly shaped by the political information environment, it has some important limitations. This research was conducted in the United States, but we do not mean to suggest that the problems addressed here are unique to that country. To the contrary, there is ample evidence that political misperceptions are a global phenomenon and that they pose challenges to effective governance around the world (38, 39). The United States does, however, provide an important opportunity to study the relationship...
between the political information environment and misperceptions. The country is a mature democracy that has historically scored well on media freedom. Yet, over the past two decades, it has grappled with a growing number of high-profile, and often politically consequential, misperceptions. Understanding whether lessons learned in the United States apply to other parts of the world is an important open question. Are perceptions of who benefits from the political claims circulating in a society, both true and false, a robust factor for explaining the prevalence of misperceptions globally?

In the United States, political ideology and partisanship are highly correlated. Although this work focuses on ideology as the primary individual trait variable that is related to an ability to distinguish truth from falsehood, in the American context, party identification is likely to be similarly predictive. An examination of the belief statements clearly shows that the partisanship of actors in widely circulated stories is often central to the underlying claim. Furthermore, replicating these analyses using a measure of party affiliation in place of our measure of ideology yields nearly identical results. Because of the high correlation between partisanship and ideology in our sample—as well as in the U.S. population, more broadly—disentangling the effects of party identification and ideology would be challenging. However, in many other countries, the relationship between political ideology and party identification is substantially weaker, and these contexts may provide opportunities to better understand the separate, or combined, influences of ideology and party on political misperceptions.

Another important limitation concerns the asymmetry hypothesis. As with prior scholarship, this study fails to provide definitive evidence about the debate over whether bias is ideologically asymmetrical. Some aspects of the results are consistent with this idea. For example, attributes of the political information environment only partially explain conservatives’ relative lack of accuracy about political news. Conservatism is associated with worse performance even after accounting for the fact that high-profile truths tend to favor the left and falsehoods the right. Supporters of the ideological asymmetry hypothesis have explicitly called for tests such as this one, which use belief statements that are more “representative of the topics of political debates at the time of the study” (7). Data reported here leave little doubt that conservatism is associated with less accurate judgments about a wide range of contemporary political topics. It seems increasingly likely that this is due, at least in part, to individual-level psychological differences associated with conservatism. It is even conceivable that we are underestimating the effects of bias. For example, we cannot rule out the possibility that conservative media generate or amplify misleading content in response to consumer demand. That is, these outlets may be producing content to sate the appetite of a credulous conservative audience. Our design does not, however, rule out other possible explanations (24).

A strength of our design is that we selected claims on the basis of engagement data and on whether the claims could be verified as either true or false. This allows us to ask participants about a wide variety of politically important topics that are garnering substantial attention on social media. However, the approach comes with some trade-offs. By selecting belief statements using social media data, the claims studied reflect processes that produce high engagement on social media platforms. These include actions that users take directly, such as sharing and liking stories, as well as actions of the platforms and the algorithms that underlie them, such as ranking stories in users’ feeds. Furthermore, the characteristics of those who share and consume political news on social media may not be fully representative of the processes of consuming and sharing information through other media. Because of this, our decision to test belief in claims from social media among survey respondents who may or may not use social media is of critical importance to the generalizability of the relationships that we observe.

Another important unanswered question raised by these data is why accurate political news tended to advantage the left, while falsehoods helped the right. Some scholars have suggested that this, too, reflects a deeper truth about ideological differences, arguing that liberalism is more “compatible with the epistemic standards, values, and practices” of science (7). Others would likely contend that this is evidence that the news media and/or social media exhibit a liberal bias (33). The latter explanation, however, fails to explain why falsehoods disproportionately advantage the right. We suspect that this is due, at least in part, to foreign powers’ efforts to sow political discord (40) and to the propensity of the then-sitting president to promote politically advantageous falsehoods (41), although the extent to which the party in power affects these relationships remains an open question.

In sum, American conservatives in the early 21st century are uniquely likely to hold political misperceptions. This is due, in large part, to characteristics of the messages circulating in the political information environment. Widely shared accurate political news disproportionately advances liberal interests, while viral falsehoods most often promote conservative interests. Together, these characteristics contribute to stark ideological differences in citizens’ ability to distinguish between truths and falsehoods about high-profile topics. This pattern may be exacerbated by the fact that liberals tend to experience bigger improvements in sensitivity than conservatives as the proportion of partisan news increases.

Widespread political misperceptions pose a notable threat to democracy, which is dependent on citizens’ ability to make informed decisions. The evidence presented here suggest that it may be possible to enhance conservatives’ ability to distinguish between political truths and falsehoods by altering the political information environment. If widely shared political news contained fewer falsehoods promoting conservative causes or more conservative-favorable accurate information, then misperceptions among conservatives would likely decline.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data collection for the panel was administered by YouGov between 20 February and 31 July 2019. Informed consent was obtained after the nature and possible consequences of the study were explained. The company used a sample matching methodology to construct representative sample (N = 1204 at baseline). The frame against which the sample was matched was constructed using stratified sampling from the full 2016 American Community Survey 1-year sample with selection within strata by weighted sampling with replacements. Retention between waves of panel ranged from 66.5 to 75.4% (n varies from 801 to 908), and we allowed participants to return after missing intervening waves. Approximately three-quarters (76.1%) of the sample completed at least half the waves, and almost a third (30.5%) completed all 12.

To generate the belief statements assessed in these surveys, every 2 weeks, we retrieved social media engagement data for 5000 news stories that had the most engagement in the past 7 days using the
NewsWhip API. Aggregate user engagement was measured as the total number of reactions, shares, and comments associated with each URL posted on Facebook and/or Twitter (42). Given Facebook’s market share, however, engagement on this platform tended to dominate. Using these data, we identified 20 widely circulating viral news stories (URLs that had very high engagement on social media) in which key claims were unambiguously true or false. We established story veracity using several indicators, including source domain, other news coverage, published assessments by fact checkers, and assessments by scholars with relevant expertise. The team then drafted short statements briefly summarizing key claims, either true or false, promoted by each article’s headline and/or content (tables S2 to S3).

In alternate weeks, we asked survey respondents to indicate the veracity of the 20 belief statements on a four-point scale, anchored by “definitely true” and “definitely false.” To guard against the risk that demand characteristics might lead participants to search the news before responding, we explicitly asked them to answer based only on existing knowledge, without conducting additional research. We note that these measures capture how people portray their beliefs on a public opinion survey, which is not necessarily the same as their “true” beliefs. For example, some participants may have responded strategically, expressing belief in claims they know to be false or denying claims they know to be true (43). However, recent evidence suggests that the influence of partisan cueing in studies such as our own is small (44). Regardless of whether participants’ stated beliefs were strategic or not, these belief statements are consequential, making the political information environment more challenging to navigate for others.

We construct a pair of measures to assess participants’ susceptibility to misinformation: sensitivity and response bias (17, 45). To measure sensitivity, we construct a receiver operating characteristic curve for each participant in each wave on the basis of their ratings of 20 statements in the wave, and we calculate the area under the curve (AUC) using trapezoidal approximation. To compute response bias, c, we treat each rating task as either correct or incorrect (for true statements, “definitely true” and “mostly true” were coded as correct, with corresponding codes for false statements). Then, for each participant in each wave, we average z scores for the hit rate (the proportion of truths labeled true) and the false alarm rate. Following SDT conventions, we multiply the result by −1.

The baseline survey also included three seven-point measures of ideology, one focusing on politics generally, another on economic ideology, and a third on social ideology. Higher scores corresponded to greater conservatism. We created an aggregate ideology score by averaging the three items (α = 0.948, M = 4.14, and SD = 1.75).

To determine the political slant of the belief statements, we relied on crowdworkers recruited using AMT. Prior work has shown that, although crowdworkers may differ from the general population in some important ways (46), they are capable of producing high-quality labels, including labels related to messages’ political orientation (32, 47). We posted a Human Intelligence Task (HIT) briefly describing the study to workers living in the United States who had previously completed at least 1000 HITs with a minimum approval rating of 99%. The incentive for participating was $0.15 for each statement coded. A total of 45 AMT workers evaluated the 240 statements, with five Democrats and five Republicans assigned to each. We focused on party identity for statement categorization, which is highly correlated with ideology in the United States, because it made the labeling task more concrete. Workers were presented with one statement at a time and were asked how the statement, if true, would make them feel about the ingroup (e.g., for a crowdworker who identified as a Democrat, “Democratic candidates or causes”) and the outgroup (for the same crowdworker, “Republican candidates or causes”). Responses were given using 11-point semantic differentials (worse to better). We labeled each statement as favoring the party that benefited more or was hurt less according to the two groups of partisan workers. When both groups said that neither party benefited more, or when they gave contradictory assessments, we labeled the statements as favoring neither party (supplementary text S2 and tables S2 to S4). Using these data, we then computed the proportion of statements favoring each party for every wave of the panel. For example, if five true statements disproportionately benefited Democrats and three benefited Republicans, a Democratic respondent would have the following scores: 50% benefit the ingroup, 30% harm the ingroup, and 20% neither favor nor harm the ingroup.

We use two primary estimation strategies. First, our analyses of the relationship between ideology and our outcome variables use random effects regression. For these analyses, we estimate the following equation

$$Y_{it} = \mu + \beta x_{it} + \theta_i + u_{it} + \text{controls}$$

where the dependent variable $Y_{it}$ is either the sensitivity or the response bias of participant $i$ in wave $t$. The variable $x_{it}$ is the participant’s ideology as measured in the baseline wave. The variable $\mu$ captures the overall average of the dependent variable across individuals and waves. The model uses random effects for the wave, denoted $\theta_i$, and individual-specific random effects, denoted $u_{it}$, in addition to control variables for age, sex, education, and three psychological factors (Faith in Intuition, Need for Evidence, and Truth is Political) that were all measured at the baseline wave.

Our second estimation strategy is similar, but we use a time-varying predictor for our key variable of interest we use fixed effects regression that obviates the need for the use of individual-level control variables and provides more robust protection against omitted variable bias. For these analyses, we estimate the following equation

$$Y_{it} = \alpha_i + \tau_t + \beta_1 a_{it} + \beta_2 b_{it} + \beta_3 c_{it} + \beta_4 d_{it} + \beta_5 a_{it} x_{it} + \beta_6 b_{it} x_{it} + \beta_7 c_{it} x_{it} + \beta_8 d_{it} x_{it}$$

where the dependent variable $Y_{it}$ is either the sensitivity or the response bias of participant $i$ in wave $t$. The variable $a_{it}$ is a fixed effect for individual $i$, and $\tau_t$ is a fixed effect for wave $t$. Variable $a_{it}$ is the percentage of true statements that harm the ingroup for individual $i$ in wave $t$, $b_{it}$ is the percentage of false statements that harm the ingroup for individual $i$ in wave $t$, $c_{it}$ is the percentage of true statements that benefit the ingroup for individual $i$ in wave $t$, and $d_{it}$ is the percentage of false statements that benefit the ingroup for individual $i$ in wave $t$. The variable $x_{it}$ is the participant’s ideology as measured in the baseline wave. We note that these models do not include a first-order term for ideology, as it is time-invariant and is therefore captured by the individual level fixed effect $a_i$.

Last, our research design relies on a long-term panel, and hence, it is important to understand the possible effects that panel attrition may have on our results. To examine whether the relationships that we observe are robust to the exclusion of differing subsamples, we replicated the regression results for those who completed more than
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